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RAD51 135G>C substitution 
increases breast cancer risk in an 
ethnic-specific manner: a meta-
analysis on 21236 cases and 19407 
controls
Deepa Sekhar1, Singh Pooja2, Sandeep Kumar3 & Singh Rajender1

RAD51 is a homolog of bacterial RecA protein, which plays an important role in preserving stability 
of the genome. RAD51 interacts with BRCA1 and BRCA2 for homologous recombination repair. 
A functional polymorphism (135G > C) in the RAD51 gene has been a subject of great interest, 
which is evidenced by at least 28 case-control studies and eight meta-analyses undertaken on this 
polymorphism till now. We undertook a meta-analysis on RAD51 135G > C data for 21236 cases and 
19407 controls pooled from 28 studies. Pooled data analysis suggested a significant association 
of the substitution with breast cancer in the recessive model (GG + GC versus CC) and in the co-
dominant models comparing GG versus CC and GC versus CC. Analysis of the results suggested that 
‘CC’ genotype is a significant breast cancer risk factor in comparison to ‘GG’ and ‘GC’ genotypes. 
We also undertook pooled analyses on different ethnic groups and found that ‘CC’ was a strong risk 
factor in Caucasians, but not in East-Asians and populations of mixed ethnicity. In conclusion, the 
RAD51 135G > C substitution in the homozygous form (CC) increases the risk of breast cancer in an 
ethnic-specific manner.

Breast cancer (BC) is the most prevalent cancer amongst women worldwide. It represents high incidence 
rates in North America and Western European countries in comparison to Asian or African popula-
tions1. The mechanism leading to breast cancer is not yet known, but it is a disorder caused by a number 
of genetic or environmental factors such as family history, multiparity, early menarche, age at first child-
birth and late menopause2. Linkage mapping, genetic association studies, and recent GWAS studies have 
provided insights into the contribution of genetic factors to breast cancer risk. The major breast cancer 
susceptibility genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, play a role in the homologous recombination pathway (HR) 
for repairing the double strand breaks (DSB) in DNA3. Genetic instability caused by deficient double 
strand break repair is considered an important factor in the onset of breast cancer4. It could modify the 
repair capacity leading to aggregation of damaged DNA and hence, cancer. It is a well-known fact that 
such damage can be easily caused by chemicals, radiations and other factors which could enhance the 
risk of malignancies5.

RAD51 is a homolog of bacterial RecA protein, which plays an important role in preserving stabil-
ity of the genome6. It is located on chromosome 15q15.1 in humans and acts as a core element in the 
homolog-dependent recombinational repair of the double strand breaks through assembled nucleopro-
tein filaments on single stranded DNA7. It in turn mediates the strand invasion and exchange between 
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the homologous DNA and damaged site8. RAD51 interacts with BRCA1 and BRCA2 for homologous 
recombination repair as it is a major requirement for mitotic/meiotic recombination9. A functional pol-
ymorphism in the RAD51 gene, changing a guanine to cytosine at position 135 in its 5’ untranslated 
region, has been accused of modulating breast cancer risk by altering gene transcription8. The 135G >  C 
polymorphism affects mRNA stability and in turn translation efficiency. It thus produces altered prod-
ucts, which further influence the functionality of a multi-protein DNA repair complex consisting of 
BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD5110.

Many epidemiological studies have been carried out to examine the association between RAD51 
135G >  C polymorphism and the risk of breast cancer in different populations. But, inconsistent results, 
even within the same population, have hampered the consensus building regarding the impact of this 
polymorphism on breast cancer risk. For example, Sliwinski et al. did not find any association between 
RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism and breast cancer risk, which Synoweic et al. found in a Polish popula-
tion10,11. Inconsistency across the studies may be due a large number of factors, including study design, 
criteria for recruitment of cases and controls, statistical tests applied, and above all ethnicities of study 
populations. Meta-analysis is a powerful approach for data pooling and analysis to reach consensus, 
despite the heterogeneity across studies. We undertook the present study to assess the impact of the 
RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism on breast cancer risk.

Results
Eligible studies. Eighty-two studies were retrieved as a result of a literature search. Forty-seven were 
excluded as they were not relevant to the aim of our study (association of RAD51 135G >  C with breast 
cancer). A total of thirty-five studies were then considered for inclusion. Seven studies were excluded as 
they either lacked data on RAD51 135G >  C substitution3,12–16 or were not case-control studies17. Hence, a 
total of 28 case-control studies (21236 cases and 19407 controls) following our strict exclusion-inclusion 
criteria were included in the meta-analysis (Fig. 1). The main characteristics of these studies are depicted 
in the supplementary table S1. There were eighteen studies on Caucasians, four on East-Asians and 
six on mixed populations. All the cases involved in these studies were pathologically confirmed and 
age-matched controls were recruited from healthy populations.

Pooled analysis. The meta-analysis results have been summarized in Table 1. There was significant 
heterogeneity across all levels of analysis; which justified the choice of the random effects model of 
analysis. However, we have presented results of both fixed effects and random effects models of analysis. 
Further, we have conducted analyses using all genetic models to properly characterize the association 
between RAD51 135G >  C substitution and BC risk. In the dominant model of analysis, we found no 
association between RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism and BC risk (OR =  1.033, P =  0.578). However, 
the recessive model of analysis, (GG +  GC) vs. CC, showed significant association between the polymor-
phism and BC risk (I2 =  85.28, Pheterogeneity =  0, OR =  1.864, P =  0.008) (Fig. 2). In the co-dominant model 
(GG vs. CC), differential distribution of genotypes showed a significant association with BC risk (I2 =   
68.83, Pheterogeneity = 0, OR = 1.671, P =  0.004). Another co-dominant model, GC vs. CC also showed 
an association of RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism with BC risk (I2 = 88.24, Pheterogeneity = 0, OR = 1.984, 
P =  0.013). It can be concluded from the above that double substitution (CC) is a highly significant risk 
factor against homozygous common (GG) and heterozygous genotypes (GC); however, heterozygous 
does not appear to be a significant risk factor against homozygous common genotype.

Pooled analysis on the basis of ethnicity. Since there was significant heterogeneity in the outcome 
and the inference of the studies, we undertook further analysis on groups based on ethnicity. We strat-
ified all studies into three groups depending upon their ethnic affinity. ‘Mixed’ groups included studies 
where the authors had mentioned the mixed nature of study samples. Pooled analysis of each group was 
undertaken using all genetic models of analysis: dominant, recessive, and co-dominant.

The level of heterogeneity in the sub-group analysis was high; therefore, we used the random effects 
model of analysis. The group-wise analysis showed a strong association between RAD51 CC genotype 
and breast cancer risk in Caucasians (I2 = 87.32, Pheterogeneity = 0, OR    = 2.139, P =  0.016) (Table 2, Fig. 3). 
However, in the case of East Asians, no association between RAD51 genotypes and breast cancer was 
seen (P =  0.064) (Fig. 4). In the ‘mixed’ sub-group, the substitution was unrelated to the risk of breast 
cancer (P =  0.669) (Table 2, Fig. 5).

Sensitivity analysis. Since all the studies were not carried out using equally stringent protocols, some 
of them may bias the results in the pooled analysis. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to 
identify the studies that could have significantly biased the overall conclusion. We analyzed the control 
data of each study for fitness in the Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. Seven studies did not comply with 
the Hardy Weinberg equilibrium; therefore, a pooled analysis was carried out after exclusion of these. 
Analysis on the remaining twenty-one studies showed that the overall inference was not significantly 
biased by the studies not following the Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. Thus, the conclusion that ‘CC’ 
genotype increased BC risk as compared to its other variants, GG or GC (I2 =  51.94, Pheterogeneity =  0, 
OR =  1.773, P =  0), stood firm (Fig. 6). We found none of the studies to be sensitive enough to strongly 
bias the overall conclusion of this meta-analysis.
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Publication bias. Begg’s funnel plot and Egger’s regression intercept tests were performed to calculate 
the publication bias. However, both these tests did not provide any evidence of publication bias. The 
shapes of the plots ruled out the presence of asymmetry in the overall analysis, which was confirmed by 
the Egger’s test (P =  0.439). Classic fail safe ‘N’ was 28 (P = 0.460, Z = 0.738), suggesting that an addition 

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the total number of hits followed by short-listing of studies 
for inclusion in the meta-analysis. 

Analysis models

Heterogeneity Fixed Random

InferenceI2 P OR P OR P

GG vs. (GC + CC) 67.50 0 0.998 0.938 1.033 0.578 Not associated

GG vs. GC 80.07 0 0.912 0.001 0.907 0.210 Not associated

GG vs. CC 68.83 0 2.051 0 1.671 0.004* Significant association

GC vs. CC 88.24 0 3.143 0 1.984 0.013* Significant association

(GG + GC) vs. CC 85.28 0 2.903 0 1.864 0.008* Significant association

Table 1. Results of meta-analysis using different genetic models. *Indicates statistical significance.
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of 28 null studies would be needed to bring the P value to a non-significant range. In the same manner, 
Orwin’s fail safe ‘N’ was 32, suggesting that the number of studies required to bring the observed odds 
ratio over 0.999 would be 32. Since the chances of missing so many studies for twenty-eight pooled 
studies are negligible, we concluded that the results are stable and the pooled analysis was not biased. 
Our observation of symmetric funnel plots and non-significant statistical tests confirmed the absence 
of bias (Fig. 7).

Discussion
Meta-analysis is a tool to develop consensus when the results across the case-control studies vary. However, 
it is interesting to note that the RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism has been subjected to meta-analyses 
eight times, but with different outcomes. This has led to an interesting scenario of variation across both 
case-control studies and pooled analyses. Interestingly, similar to the issue with the case-control stud-
ies, the inference in the meta-analyses on RAD51 135G >  C varies from one extreme of association to 
another extreme of no association. Yu et al. conducted a meta-analysis of twelve studies (7065 cases 
and 6981 controls) and suggested that RAD51 135G >  C might not modify BC risk in non- BRCA1 
and BRCA2 mutation carriers9. Another meta-analysis by Wang et al. on nine studies (13,241 cases and 
13,203 controls) suggested an association of this polymorphism with breast cancer risk8. The results of a 
sensitivity analysis suggested that women with CC genotype had a higher risk of breast cancer in com-
parison to those with GG or GC genotypes8. In strong contrast to both the above, Sun et al. performed a 
meta-analysis of seventeen studies (12,153 cases and 10,245 controls) and found that RAD51 135 G>  C 
polymorphism may be a protective factor against breast cancer4. Zhou et al. conducted a meta-analysis of 
fourteen studies (12,183 cases and 10,183 controls) and observed that RAD51 variant 135C homozygote 
is associated with an elevated risk of breast cancer among BRCA2 mutation carriers, but not in BRCA1 
mutation carriers18. Gao et al. conducted a meta-analysis on twenty-one studies, including 12,860 cases 
and 11,169 controls and observed that CC genotype was associated with a high risk of breast cancer as 
compared to its other variants7.

Figure 2. Forest plot showing the odds ratio, p value and direction of association between RAD51 
135G > C polymorphism and breast cancer. The Z value shows the degree and direction of the relationship, 
wheras the P value shows the significance of the relationship. The horizontal bar shows the range of OR with 
a square in the centre, the size of the latter is directly proportional to the weight given to each study. The 
direction of projection of the horizontal bar shows the direction of association.
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The present meta-analysis included 21236 cases and 19407 controls from twenty-eight studies on 
RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism and breast cancer risk. We used robust methods and undertook a sen-
sitivity analysis by excluding the studies that did not follow the HWE criteria. The results suggested 
that women carrying CC genotypes are at an increased risk of breast cancer as compared to those with 
other genotypes (GG or GC). On the basis of available biological evidence, the plausible mechanism of 
increased risk is its effect on the stability of mRNA and in turn the efficiency of translation. The produc-
tion of altered protein as a result of this mutation influences the functionality of a multi-protein DNA 
repair complex consisting of BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD5118. Thus, compromised DNA repair system as 
a result of faulty RAD51 protein increases breast cancer risk.

Literature review suggests that there are contradictory conclusions regarding the association of RAD51 
135G >  C polymorphism with the risk of breast cancer. Brooks et al. observed that white women were 
more susceptible to the disease as compared to Asian women (P <0.0001). 37.4% of the black women 
had at least one copy of the variant allele RAD51 135C while among non-Jewish white, Jewish white and 
other ethnic populations, the frequencies were 15.9%, 9.6% and 17.3%, respectively19. In a study on an 
Indian population of East-Asian ethnicity, Wasson et al. observed that genetic contrast in cell cycle and 
DNA repair genes actively contributed to the risk of breast cancer. A group of betel quid chewing cases 
showed an elevated risk of cancer, which was linked to betel quid carcinogens, minor alleles of BRCA2 
mutation and C allele of the RAD51 gene1. In contrast, Blasiak et al. suggested that in Caucasians, the 
G/C polymorphism of the RAD51 gene may not directly correlate with the progression of the disease and 
hence, it is not a useful marker20. Dufloth et al. found no statistically significant difference in the geno-
type frequency of RAD51 ‘C’ between cases and controls in a population of mixed ethnicity (P =  0.96)21. 
We also conducted a sub-group analysis on three ethnic groups: Caucasians, East Asians, and mixed. We 
found that ethnicity of the study population affected the association of RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism 
with the risk of breast cancer significantly. The substitution associated with breast cancer in Caucasians, 
but not in East Asians and populations (study groups) having mixed ethnicity.

In conclusion, homozygous substitution (CC) at the RAD51 135G >  C locus increases the risk of 
breast cancer significantly. Nevertheless, heterozygous substitution may not raise the risk considerably. 
Further, the risk is strongly affected by ethnicity of the study population, as group-wise analysis suggested 
strong impact of this polymorphism in Caucasians, but not in East Asians and populations of mixed 
ethnicities. A large sample size and absence of publication bias further strengthened our conclusions. We 
conclude that RAD51 135G >  C substitution may serve as a useful marker for screening of breast cancer 
risk. Nevertheless, its use may be restricted to the Caucasian populations. Since about 65% of the studies 
included in this meta-analysis were undertaken on Caucasian subjects, further studies on East Asians 
may be required to confidently rule out the association of RAD51 135G >  C substitution with breast 

Analysis models

Heterogeneity Fixed Random

InferenceI2 P OR P OR P

Caucasians

GG vs. (GC + CC) 77.15 0 1.011 0.797 0.989 0.911 Not significant

GG vs. GC 86.11 0 0.838 0 0.793 0.088 Not significant

GG vs. CC 73.54 0 2.398 0 1.852 0.011* Significant association

GC vs. CC 90.2 0 4.408 0 2.388 0.023* Significant association

(GG + GC) vs. CC 87.32 0 3.754 0 2.139 0.016* Significant association

East–Asians

GG vs. (GC + CC) 16.04 0.31 1.095 0.314 1.112 0.295 Not significant

GG vs. GC 27.49 0.25 1.049 0.607 1.074 0.535 Not significant

GG vs. CC 0 0.37 1.611 0.061 1.611 0.061 Not significant

GC vs. CC 0 0.41 1.641 0.061 1.641 0.061 Not significant

(GG + GC) vs. CC 0 0.39 1.596 0.064 1.596 0.064 Not significant

Mixed

GG vs. (GC + CC) 0 0.63 0.97 0.431 0.97 0.431 Not significant

GG vs. GC 0 0.48 0.948 0.186 0.948 0.186 Not significant

GG vs. CC 49.52 0.08 1.443 0.029 1.169 0.652 Not significant

GC vs. CC 56.7 0.04 1.513 0.016 1.129 0.754 Not significant

(GG + GC) vs. CC 51.01 0.07 1.451 0.026 1.163 0.669 Not significant

Table 2. Results of sub-group meta-analysis using different genetic models. *Indicates statistical 
significance
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cancer in these populations. Since in the case of mixed ethnicity groups, one of the analysis models (fixed 
effect) suggested a significant correlation, reporting of genotype details ethnicity-wise is encouraged to 
help pooled analysis reach appropriate conclusions.

Methods
Literature search. Relevant studies were chosen by searching ‘Google Scholar (scholar.google.co.in)’ 
‘ScienceDirect (www.sciencedirect.com)’ and ‘Pubmed (www.pubmed.com)’ databases up to the 31st 
of October 2014 as the publication date, using the following keywords: ‘RAD 51’, ‘polymorphism’ and 
‘breast cancer’ in various combinations. All the studies were checked for their references for identification 
of other relevant studies. The studies published in English only were considered for further screening. 
We did not specify a minimum sample size as the criterion for inclusion of a study in the analysis. In 

Figure 3. Forest plot showing the odds ratio, p value and direction of association between RAD51 
135G > C polymorphism and breast cancer in Caucasian sub-group. 

Figure 4. Forest plot showing the odds ratio, p value and direction of association between RAD51 
135G > C polymorphism and breast cancer in East Asians sub-group. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com
http://www.pubmed.com
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the case of multiple studies from a research group, the study with the largest sample size was chosen to 
avoid over-representation or duplication of data.

Data extraction. The data against the following variables were extracted from each study; first 
author’s name, year of publication, ethnicity of subjects, source of the samples, and genotypes of cases 
and controls. To avoid errors in the pooled analysis, the data extraction was performed by DS and SR, 
independently.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria. The hits obtained as a result of the literature search were subjected 
to the following inclusion/exclusion criteria to select the studies for pooled analysis;

Figure 5. Forest plot showing the odds ratio, p value and direction of association between RAD51 
135G > C polymorphism and breast cancer in populations of mixed ethnicity. 

Figure 6. Forest plot upon sensitivity analysis based on exclusion of the studies deviating from the 
Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. 
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The inclusion criteria comprised of the following: i) The studies looking for correlation of RAD51 
135G >  C substitution with BC risk. ii) Each study was an independent case-control study. iii) The sta-
tistical methods and the purpose of all the studies were similar. iv) The given information was enough to 
calculate the odds ratio. v) SNP genotyping had been undertaken using standard genotyping techniques. 
vi) Patients within the study had been recruited in accordance with the standard diagnostic parameters.

The exclusion criteria included: i) The study was not a case-control study. ii) The study did not aim to 
look for correlation of RAD51 135G >  C substitution with breast cancer risk. iii) The study had reviewed 
the literature and not presented new data. iv) The raw data were unavailable in the article and the authors 
did not respond to three requests by e-mail. v) The study had been expanded to include more number 
of samples at a later stage.

Statistical analysis. The effectiveness of the association between RAD51 135G >  C polymorphism 
and breast cancer risk was evaluated by odds ratio (OR) with the corresponding 95% confidence interval 
(CI). The pooled OR is computed by the fixed effects model (the Mantel- Haenszel method) when there 
was a lack of heterogeneity between studies, otherwise, the random effects model (the Der Simonian and 
Laird method) is preferred22,23. Since the meta-analysis pools data from studies conducted by different 
people across the world, we had a priori preference to use the random effects model, which is more strin-
gent and less likely to favor an odd observation, unless there is a real effect. Heterogeneity was examined 
by the chi-square based Q test and P values  >  0.05 were


 taken to suggest the lack of heterogeneity across 

the studies24–43.
The OR and 95% CI were calculated using different genetic models: dominant, co-dominant and 

recessive. Bonferroni’s correction for multiple testing was not considered given a limited number of tests 
that were pre-hypothesized. Stratification based on ethnicity (Caucasians, East Asians and mixed) was 
employed for group-wise analyses. Genotype data of the control groups were studied for fitness in the 
Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). Publication bias was assessed using Egger’s linear regression test 
that was followed by visual inspection of the funnel plot. All statistical tests were performed using the 
Comprehensive Meta Analysis software (version 2).

Q1

Figure 7. Funnel plot for publication bias presenting a symmetric distribution of studies on either side 
of the funnel. 
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